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I. Il®0OTCf I0» 
Tk® primary purpose of this project was to devise a method for 
obtaittifflg data oa th® adsorptloa of vapors on a mercury surface. On® 
of tb® complicating factors that makes tke formation of a quantitative 
tii®ory of adsorption difficult is tii® supposed heterogeneity of the 
Burfaoes of the adsorbent used. If an adsorbent with a luadform, 
hoaogeneons, and reproducible surfac® could b@ used to study adsorp­
tion, this difficulty would be removed. 
For thi® reason mercury was cho®en as the adsorbent since it 
should have a homogeneoua, reproducible surface. Other advantages 
of aercury as an adsorbent are (a) it has a high surface tension and 
thus should approximate a solid surface with respect to adsorption} 
(b) adsorption on the mercury surface can be followed by means of 
surface tension aeasuremeats, th® adsorption being calculated by means 
of the Sibbs adsorption equation i (c) althou^ mercury is difficult to 
purify completely and to keep pure (as are all adsorbents), its purity 
can be determined by the sam© surfac® tension measurements used to 
Measure adsorptioni Cd) it is readily available and can be distilled 
under vacuum with little difficulty. 
fher® are several methods available for the determination of 
surface tension. For this work it was desirable to choose a method 
which was static in nature, suitable for use in vacuxua, and of a high 
degree of precision and accuracy. It was felt that the recently 
developed pendent drop method best met these requirements. 
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fha p«rpo«®s of this research, thea, were as followsi 
1. fo design aad build aa apparatus tJbiat could be uaed to deter-
ain© the surfae# teasiom of mercurj ia high vacuum under conditions 
of laaximiM purity, and to demonstrate the practicality of the apparatus. 
2, fo measure the surface tension of pure mercury and compare 
the value obtained ®ith the presently accepted value, 
3. fo obtain adsorption i&otherms for n-heptane and ethanol, 
both singly and from jadscturee of the two vapors, by observing the 
dependence of the surface tension lowering of mercury on the partial 
pre©,eures of these vapors. 
4, fo find a theoretical expreesion which would represent the 
data ao obtained. 
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II, ItlTlRATfll 
A. Swfae® feasioa of Mercury 
Maay workers Mv® tried to ietermin® tlie value of the surface 
tenaioa of msroury. of the earliest determinations was made in 
IB3I hj Poissom (32) who obtaiaed a value of 4^2 dynes/cm using a 
drop method# Sine© that time values ranging from 430 to 515 dynes/ 
om have he'.en found hy variou® worker® using a variety of methods such 
as drop-weight, bubble pressur«, capillary rise, and sessile drop. 
In an article publiehed in 1936, Puis (33) included a table of 25 
values for the amrfaoe tension of mercury together with the method 
u®ed and a reference to th® original article in each case. Since 
several critical dieeussions of these various and varying values are 
available (1, 13* 23)» a detailed discussion will not be given hero. 
In general, th® discrepaneie® were attributed to contaiaination of the 
mercury, although in some case® the application of the particular 
ffisthod used cast doubt on the accuracy of the results. 
In 1932, lurdon (13) reported a value of 488 dynes/cm in vacuum 
toy the aethod of the large sessile drop. He also presented a good 
critical discussion of th® data to that time. In 1938* Bosworth (10) 
o 
reported hBh dynes/c» at 20 G in purified and dried air using the 
aaxiauai bubble pressure method« By observation of mercury sealed in 
a tube. Bat® (9) obtained a value of ^90 dynes/cm at 20® c in vacuum. 
% 
i^obably ttoe best aad most careful deterisiaatioa reported to date 
wa® t&at of lemball (23). Ssiag the method of tlie sessile drop, he 
ototaiaed a value of km j: 1.5 dyaes/em at 25*^ C la vacuum. Keraball 
used oarefullf purified aersury a»d analyzsed all possible sources of 
error due to the apparatus used. I® also reviewed values found by 
other workers aad discwted ia particular the higher values that have 
beea obtained, (fhre® values higher than ^88 dynes/cm have been 
reported since 1900 (11, 15t 35)•) H® that the error in two of 
these oases may have been caused by the window used ia the sessile 
drop apparatus. In the third ease (35)» the theory of the method 
(stationary waves oa a vertical jet) could not be regarded as accurate. 
Ia a book published ia I9^f, Burdon (Ik) discussed the surface 
tension of mercury and the discordance in value® and concluded that 
the value for the surface tension of laercury lay within 1 percent of 
485 dyaes/ea. I® included a list of some of the more recent values 
for the surface tension of Mercury in vacuum and ia various gases. 
Adam (1) listed the value of the surface tension of maroury as 
485 +_ 5 dyaes/em. 
It appears, then, that the surface tension of pure laereury is 
probably very close to the value found by Kemball, i.e., kSk dynes/cm. 
fhis value can be attained only with great difficulty, however. The 
mercury must be very pure since even small amounts of impurities can 
lower the eurface tension considerably. While it is a relatively 
simple matter to obtain laercury of reasonably high purity, the purity 
demanded for surface tension work eeeims to require rather elaborate 
purification procedures. In addition, all surfaces with which the 
mwovtry coia®® iato coatact ia«»t be scrupulously cleaa and completely 
inert with respect to th® mercury* Although there were differences 
of opittioa about the actual value of the surface tensioa of mercury, 
there wa® general agreeaeat that the temperature coefficient of the 
surface teasioa is 0.20-0*25 dyses/em/degree. 
1, Adsorptiom of Vapors oa Mercury 
Although a auaber of papere have been published over a period 
of year.® oh aisorptioa of various vapors on mercwy, the reaults 
reported are subject to the aaae oriticisas as are those for the 
surface tension of mercury since adsorption on a liquid surface was 
most often detersdaed by lowering of surface tenaion. Contamination 
of the merewy surface and error© in. aeasuremeats made the results of 
only qualitative value# Soae of these result® were discussed by Adam 
(1) and also by Eemball and lideal (2%). there was considerable 
lowering of the surface tension of mercury (as determined by each 
worker) by organic vapor® in all cases, this afiditioasil lowering of 
the surface tension indicated that these vapors may have displaced the 
layer of eontaainatioa originally present. Adam concluded that one 
could net say much more from the results found except that the 
adsorbed films of organic vapors on mercury are usually gaseous and 
that there may be more lateral adhesion in the films of short chain 
polar substances than in films of hydrocarbons. 
Probably the most reliable data on the adsorption of vapors oa 
mercury were obtained by Keaball and Rideal (24) aad by Kemball (25), 
(26), Adsorption ©f both polar and non-polar vapors was studied. In 
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the caee of aoa-polar vapor®, reversible results were obtained for 
til® adBorption of benzen®, toluene, and a-heptane. fh« films were 
found to be gaseous and to obey the folmer equation for a gaseous 
surface fllffl, 
(A-b) a kf where (l) 
"TT « spreading pressure 
A = area per molecule 
b » co-area. 
Experiaieatal co-areas at low pressure© for both benzene and toluene 
indicated that in each cas® monolayer® were formed with the molecules 
lying flat on the surface. In the case of n-heptane, experimental 
results indicated that the moleeules were partially curled up with 
h or 5 carbon atom® in contact with the mercury surface. The reversi­
bility of adsorption and the laagnitude of the heat of adsorption in 
all these casts indicated that only van der laals interactions were 
present# At higher pressures further adsorption of n-heptane occurred 
with either the formation of a second layer or two-dimensional conden­
sation in the first layer. Hesulte for toluene indicated two phase 
changes? the first involving a change from adsorption flat on the 
eurfac© to end-on adsorption and the second probably representing the 
formation of a second layer, 
Reversible adsorption was also found for the polar substances, 
water, acetone, and the normal alcohols from methyl to hexyl. All 
these substances except water formed gaseous films at low pressures, 
fhe Volmer equation was applied in every case with satisfactory 
results, (However, see Discussion, p, 59)* The Langmuir equation. 
1 
wM.0]^ is based o» th© assumptioE of adeorption to fixed sites, was 
applied to tte data for water giviag slightly better results than did 
the Volmer equatloli. fha large entropy of adsorption, for water indi-
eated that the isoleoiiles might b® iaaobile oa the surface. This high 
©atropy also strongly indicated the association of water on the sur­
face of the sereury. there was probably some association of methyl 
aleofcol, also, »-Butyl, a-aayl, and n-hexyl alcohols formed gaseous 
fil»a with the aolecul®® flat oa the surface. End-on adsorption 
probably occurred ia the case of acetone. Methyl and ethyl alcohols 
formed secoad layers while the higher alcohols formed condensed films. 
Propyl alcohol exhibited behavior between the two. Water showed no 
iacliaatioa to form a second layer. 
0* I^iident Drop Method 
Since the pendent drop method of measuring surface tension is 
relatively new and as yet ia not widely used, a discussion of the 
method, ©f some of its use®, and of its development to the present 
time seeas appropriate. 
fJhe pendent drop method i» its present form was developed by 
Aadreas, Hauser, and Tucker and reported in 1958 (5). fhe background 
of the »ethod is ad«q,uately discussed in their paper. Andreas et al. 
designed an apparatus in which a small drop of liquid could be suspended 
from the end of a vertical tub© and then photographed. They further 
developed a method for calculating surface tension from the siae and 
shape of the drop. A dis©\ission of this method follows. 
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1. Theory 
file mathematical treatmeat of a pendent drop is based on two 
fundamental equations. Th® first states that the pressure caused by 
curvature of a siirface i® equal to the product of the surface tension 
and the mean curvature. 
3P »)!< I + !• ) C2) 
The second states that when the drop is in equilibrium, the vertical 
forces acting across any horizontal plane are balanced.. 
2 IT X sin jzf a ? C* g 4- ir p <3) 
P =' pressure due to curvature of the surface 
R and R* = two principal radii of curvature 
X a horizontal distance to axis of drop 
0 s angle between normal and axis 
¥ =» volume of fluid hanging from plane 
C a» difference in density 
^ St surface tension 
g at acceleration of gravity (see Figure 1). 
These eqiiations may be combined in various ways to obtain a 
differential equation of the drop and a method of determining the 
surface tension. Andreas, Hauser and Tucker rejected the method of 
the plane of inflection, which had previously been tried, because 
finding the exact location of the true plane of inflection presented 
a difficult graphical problem and because it was necessary to compute 
the volume of the drop from its profile, again a tedious and difficult 
procedure. They developed instead the method of the selected plane. 
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In order to do tlii®, they first deterfflined the differential equation 
of the drop by eliminating 1 + H' and eombining equations 1 and 2, 
2 « vertieal coordinate measured away from the origin, taken at 
the bottom of th© drop (where the axis of rotation cuts the 
surface of the drop). 
b ® radius of curvature at the origin. 
fhe size of the drop is most conveniently determined by measuring 
the diameter at the eqtM|tor (i.e., the greatest horizontal diameter), 
and the ehap® is described by giving the ratio of diametere measured 
at two different horizontal planes, fh® two planes chosen were the 
plane of the equator, giving the equatorial diameter, d , and the 
© 
plane a distance from the tip of the drop equal to the diameter at 
the equator, giving the diameter, d . (See Figure 1) The shape 
d 
was then described as S a js » 
By maJcing appropriate substftutions, the authors arrived finally at 
the equation 
jj , 8 0- (5, 
.H 
where H is a function of S and can be determined from the differential 
equation of the drop. With a table of H as a fimction of S, the 
surface tension can be determined. Andreas 0^ al. stated that the 
equation i® exact and convenient and that the la^ecision depends only 
upon the accuracy with which the linear measurements can be made and 
upon the tables of I vs S, 
fhese workers felt that although it was theoretically possible 
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to ©valTiat® th® functioR <1) Mathematically, the calculatioas would 
b® -very laborious ajad uasatisfaotory. Therefore, they established 
an empirioal table from, measureittents oa photographs of varioua sized 
drops of coaduotivity water of kaowm surface tension. They felt that 
if linear dimension® could be aeasured with a probable error of not 
more than + 0.1 percent, the surface tension could be jaeasured with 
an uncertainty of about _+ 0.5 percent. 
A sketch of the apparatus used by Andreas, Hauser, and Tucker is 
shown in Figure 2*. Brop forming' tips were made of 2 jam pyrex tubing 
and sealed oat®. 1,5 e© hypoderaic syringes. The drop was formed 
inside a gla®@ ouyett® which wa® enclosed in a water theriaostat. The 
light source consisted of a mercury arc lamp and a condensing lens. 
The camera was fitted with a microscope ob;jective and telecentric 
stop. 
S-urfao#- tensions of lO-secoad-old surfaces of benzene, ethanol, 
methanol, and toluene were determined. The agreement with literature 
was good, laterfacial tensions of aerciiry-benzene, mercury-water, 
water-beasene, water-carbon tetrachloride, and water-toluene systems 
were also determined. In these cases the ggreeaent with literature was 
not %uit0 so good as was the ease with surface tensions. The authors 
stated that published values of interfacial tensions #ere frequently 
of low precision* Also, all of their msasuremeats wer® on lO-second-
old surfaces whereas the age of surfaces for the previously published 
•ralues was unknown^, fhey believed their errors for interfacial tensions 
to be within 4^ 1 percent. They found that results were independent of 
whether the drop was pendent up or pendent down. (A drop hanging 
10b 
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FIGURE 2. APPARATUS OF ANDREAS , HAUSER a TUCKER 
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downward from a" dr©p forming tip ie referred to as ^•pendent down", 
la soae cas@®, it may be desirable to form tiis drop upward from a 
drop-foraing tip, or wpeadent up",) fhile they claimed an accuracy 
of 0.5 percent for surface tensions, they believed that the method 
was capable ©f an accuraey of 0.0^ percent. 
Andrea©, lauser, and fucker listed the outstanding advantages 
of the' pendent drop method m 
1) complete mathematieal analysis 
2) results independent of contact angle between the fluid inter-
faoe and th® apparatus 
3) method i© statie and therefore not influenced by viscosity 
effects 
•%) aeasureaente are mad® instantaneously 
5) sueoestive measurements of a given siarface can be made without 
disturbing it 
6) boundary tensions of any magnitude can be observed 
7) either awrface tension or intsrfacial tension can be measured 
in any system in which at least one of the fluids is trans­
parent and the fluid® are not of eq.ual density 
B) only small samples are required 
$) adapted to simple temperature control 
10) photographs on which measurements are made may serve as a 
permanent record., 
2* Pevelopneat of apparatus 
Naturally, the original pendent drop apparatus was improved as 
it was used. For the most part these improvements consisted not of 
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drastic change® but of iiaproveB^at of various sectioas of the appara­
tus. Hack, Davis, aM Bartell (27) placed the tip in a pyrex cell 
with optically flat windows. Smith (36) used a better lens and a 
camera arraageaieat which gave constant magnification, 1© also 
fflount@d a glass syringe with special drop-forming tip on a micro­
scope mechanical stag®. Drop® were expelled with the aid of a screw 
which acted upon th© plunger aad pictures ware measured with the aid 
of a special microscope mechanical stage fitted with vernier which 
coiild be read directly to 0.05 m. this apparatus gave higher 
precision and greater convenience and speed of operation than those 
used before. The mercury arc lamp originally used as the light source 
gave way to the recently developed concentrated arc light source (12) 
(Hauser and Michaels (22) and Bartell and Bard (5))* 
In 19%8, Hauser and Michaels reported a pendent drop apparatus 
for liquid-liquid systems in the temperature range, 20°-200^ C and 
a pressure range of 0-10,000 pounds/square inch. Measurements were 
made with an engraved rule and hand magnifier to 0.1 mm. Magnifi­
cation was determined from the known diameter of the drop-forming tip, 
5. Extension of theory 
In Smith (36) had mentioned the need for the refinement 
of the I-S tables. 
The first set of theoretical tables for H as a function of S 
was published in 19^8 by Fordham ( I8 ) ,  A short time later a similar 
table was published by Niederhauser and Bartell (31). The two tables 
checked one another very closely. Both sets of tables gave 1/H as a 
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fttB.etion of S. Sii© aecttraej of Fordiiaa's tables was given as 
S « 0,6q - 0*68 max. ©rror + 0,00003 » + 0»0Q3% 
s w 0.6B - 0.98 " " + 0.00001 = 7 0*001% - 0.003% 
S « 0.9S - 1*00 ** " 7 0,00003 " ± 0.0155. 
WorAkaM. eoasidered the Agreement between these tables and the experi-
meatal tables of Aaiwas, laustr, and Tucker to be satisfactory. He 
believed the aetiiod siiotild be oapabl® of giving results as reliable 
as tiios® for .capillary elevation®.. However, the "attainment of such 
aeomracy would entail vary stringent demands upon experimental tech­
niques". The erro-rs in the fiiederhauser and Bartell table of 1/H vs 
M were olaiaed to be not than on® unit in the fifth deoiaial 
plao® for $ 1mm than 0.,.985 'and not laor© than three units for S « 
0.985 - l..:00,2, fheee authors stated that "as a result of this 
evaluation the pendent drop method is probably the most accurate of 
laown aethedSi as well as an absolute method, for measuring boundary 
tensions", 
4. Ap-plieationa 
Smith and Sorg (37) and Smith (36) used the pendent drop method 
to determine the e-urface tension® of organic liquid®. Smith and Sorg 
measured sttrfae# tension© of alcohols ranging from to They 
attributed values that were higher than literature values to purer 
lltiuide. The eurfaoes which they photographed were 10 seconds old. 
Smith determined surface te.n@i0ns of 15 highly purified hydrocarbons 
In the .range to C-g. Ke felt that his precision was that of the 
empirioal S-i tables then a.vailable. 
Several workers applied the method to interfacial tensions. 
Bar%ell and Bavi» (6) studied the iaterfacial tensions of water-air, 
wat®r~n-»^ptatt@» wat@r-b®iiz«a©and water-methyl n-amyl ketoae systeme, 
Bartell and llederMauser (8) used the pendent drop metiiod to measure 
interfaeial tension® of orud© petrol®™ oils with, water. Using an 
al.uai»ua siirror and a ruled glass plat®» they could make measurements 
directly to 0,2 »a in about ©a.® iHiaut©. For greater accuracy, they 
employed the photographic method which took about 20 minutes smd was 
accurate to about 1 percent* Bartell and Bard (5) studied mercury-
water and meroury-orgattie liquid systems in the presence of various 
atttospherio gas-e®* fhey elaiaed an absolute accuracy of 0.2 percent, 
Mathews (2S) utilized the pendent drop method to study oil in 
glue interfaoial teasioafi, la this case the method was chosen, not 
beoauee any great aocuraey was desired, but because this method could 
be u®ed for the systeai under study whereas other methods could not be 
®o used. 
A  study of the interfacial tension® of sodium laurate solutions 
against heptane and against air was made by Bartell and Davis (7). 
Addison and lutcMason (2) applied a modification of the pendent 
drop method aloag with other oethod® to a study of the surfaces of 
aqueous deoyl alcohol solutions, fhey formed a drop of known volume 
oa an orifice, illuaiaated it from behind, and observed its length 
with a microaGop® carrying aa eyepiece scale. A calibration curve for 
drop length aad surface ,tension was obtained from a series of solutions 
of known surface teagtions. Shu® time-surface tension curves could be 
obtained direotly from the movement of the drop perimeter over the 
eyepiece scale, ¥alues so abtaiaed agreed with those obtained by a 
drop weight method but were higher thaa those obtained from a verti­
cal plate method, The authora felt that the vertical plate method 
gave the true surface tension values and that the hanging drop gave 
apparent surface tension values due to a "bag" formed around the drop 
by lateral adhesion in an adsorbed film which acted as an additional 
upward force on the drop, fhis appears to be a rather unusual 
explanation since the nature of surface tension as usually conceived 
does not permit lateral adhesion of molecules to be considered inde­
pendently. fhe reason for these discrepancies in surface tension 
measurements is not clear, lowever, the vertical plate method is not 
completely a static method whereas the pendent drop method is, The 
explaaatfcion may lie in this difference. 
In 1941, Mack, Davis, and Bartell (2?) reported the use of the 
pendent drop method to determine the surface tension of galliiua. 
Oxygen and water vapor were excluded and the surface tension measured 
under an atmosphere of hydrogen and of carbon dioxide, fhe value which 
they found for the surface tension of gallium near its melting point 
(30® G) was 735 29 dynes/om. Richards and Boyer (3^) had much 
earlier (1921) reported a value of 358»2 dyaes/cm for the surface 
tension of gallium at 50° C» fhese latter authors obtained a value 
of %32 dynes/cm for the surface tension of mercury using the same 
method, the method of the large drop. One might well expect the 
surface tension of gallium to be higher than that of mercury and that 
gallium would be even more difficult to obtain in a pure state. It 
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would not be surprising, then, if early values for the surface tension 
of gallium a® for the surface tension of mercury were quite low. The 
value fotind bj Mack, Davis, and Bar tell may be near the correct 
value, 
Davis and Bartell (l6) applied the pendent drop method to molten 
material®. In <irder to apply their method, they assumed that the 
shape of the molten drop did not Chang# upon cooling although the 
volume and density did change. This assumption appeared to be justi­
fied in the case of isotropic substances. Their procedixre was to 
h®4t a small amount of solid or viscous material until it melted or 
flowed sufficiently to form a pendent drop. The drop was then allowed 
to solidify, and its linear dimensions were measured at room tempera­
ture. the drop itself served a® a permanent record. Equation 5 
wa« revised to fit this case. D^, D^, and Zj the measured room 
temperature values corresponding to d , d , and . For isotropic d s 
substance®, the third power of the linear diameter is proportional 
to the volme? the density ia inversely proportional to the volume. 
Therefore 
This method was used for glasee®, waxes, polystyrene, electrolytic 
iron, lead oxide, antimony trioxide, and lead chloride. The glasses 
and waxes gave values which agreed with the literature values. The 
The equation then becomes 
® e 1 
(6) 
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rmlm found for electrolytic iron was BkO dyaes/ca. Tlie literature 
value giirea for the surface tension of gray cast iron is 880 dyaes/cm 
(l). It t« quite poasifele that the®® values are both much lower than 
the true value of the surface tension of iron. The limits of accuracy 
of this method for asoltea materials can be determined only by fiirther 
study. 
X» 1951, Michaels and lauser (30) reported some results obtained 
fro® their high pressure apparatus which is described on page 12 . 
fhey studied the benssene-water and n-decaae-water systems over a 
pressure range of 700 atmospheres and at temperatures ranging from 
20®-150® e. Before calculating surface tension values, they rewrote 
2 2 
equation (5) a® which d wa® obtained experimentally. 
This value was then plotted a® a function of pressure and tempera'-
ture and the data "smoothed out" before the additional inaccuracies 
of density values .given in the literature were introduced. 
fo suffimarizeg the padent drop method has been used to study both 
surface and interfacial tensions# It has been applied to materials 
ranging from organic liquids to molten iron. Ihile most of the work 
ha® been carried out at normal temperatures and pressures, the method 
ha® been applied over a pressure range of 700 atmospheres and at 
temperature® as high a® 130° 6» With the exception of Addison and 
lutchinaon, those who have worked with the pendent drop method seem to 
agree that.it is an exact, accurate method for the determination of 
boundary tension. Some, such as Douglas (17), have urged its wider 
tis® as a coav@ai®iit, accurat®, and fuadaffiental method for the evalu-
atioa of lJomBdaj>y t@»Bion® aad of related pheaomena, fhe advantages 
claimed for the method hj those whO' developed it seem justified. 
It i® to be noted, however, that none of the reports so far 
published mentioned a use of the method in vacuum. It seemed that 
it should be po««sible to adapt the method to vacuum and thus 
iaorease its usefulaesa even further by aaking it possible to deter-
»in« surface teneione under ©ptisum conditions. 
If 
III. APPAMfUS 
file apparatas iot peadeat drop method as carried out in 
tills study eaa co»v®jat©Htly b# divided into (1) the optical system, 
12) th® vaeuttiB ®y»t«.a, (3) tjte vapor ialet system, (4) vibration 
sttpport aad aottatiag, (5) temperature ©oatrol, and (6) meaauring 
maohine, Mmh of the®® will b« dissussed la detail. 
A ,  Qptio.al System 
fh« ©ptioal mymt9A for th# p®ad@nt drop apparatus is essentially 
a systesi for profH© projection* fhe neoessary elements for such a 
system are 
1, an illiMttiaatiag system,. 1,©., a light source and a con­
densing lens, 
2. a suitatel® fixture to carry the object to be projected, 
5, a projection l«n», and 
%, a screen and/or photographic plaM to receive the image. 
1* Bg.ulpHieai 
In profile projection light frca the source illuminates the 
object, passes through th.® projection lens, and casts an image of the 
object upon the screen or photographie plate. This image should be a 
sharp., faithful and uadiatorted reproduction of the object. 
fhe illmtnating system used in this work was a "zirconarc** 
lamp which utilized the "oonceatrated arc** light source (12). The 
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aoaeeatrated are bttlb (%0 watt) produeed a higk iatensity light 
eouurce in tiie form of a eiarowlar spot 0.057 iaches la diameter. It 
tii«r«for® approached a point sours®» fhe condenser system of th® 
^zirooiiar©** Imp wa» reportedly well corrected for spherical aber-
ratio», coma, and color, fh® 0»et meajfting of "well corrected" could 
not be determiaed. fh® etuivaleut focal length was 16.5 
fh© ©hutter for the system wa® placed oa the lamp rather than 
on the caaiera. Shis arrMgeaeat decreased vibration and prevented 
excessive heating of the object by th® light source. A multilayer 
mereSury green light filter was obtained to provide monochromatic light. 
It was found» however, that there was not sufficient difference in 
definition of the iaage srith the use of this filter to counteract the 
disadvantag® of the longer exposttr® tiae necessary. For this reason 
th® filter waa not used* 
A 55 aa/f/2«3 Baliar leas wa® used as a projection lens. A 32 
ma micro-*t«®sar lens wa® ale© tried but the Baltar was fouad to be 
nor® satisfactory fro® the standpoint of aperture, magnification, and 
freedom from distortion. 
She laltar'leases were reported to "have extreme flatness of 
field, high r@»olvtng power, and [to b^ well corrected for all aber­
rations."^ ©ace again it was impossible to obtain information about 
how well the leas was corrected. 
fhe object whose image was t© be projected was a drop of mercury 
^letter from Frank lawJcias, Photographic Sales Dept., Bausch & 
Lomb, 1950. 
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hangiag froia a glass tip witiiis a aell boumded/by two parallel, opti-
oally flat wiadow® (Figure 3)* fhe outside diameter of the drop~ 
foraiag tip was ahomt h aa while the iiiside diameter was about 2 mm. 
the aaxiaam diameter ©f the »eroury drop was about 3 mm. The nature 
©f the drop wa© ®ue^ m to offer no particular difficulties in its 
projeetion* A» ab«orptio,« cell of the following specifications was 
ased a® the eell 'withia which the drop was formed. 
fferalleliea of lifuid-glaas interfaces 0,01 mm 
flatness of windows 6 wavelength® 
Parallelism of face® ©f each window within 5 minutes, 
fhe caiaera designed for use with this system consisted of lens, 
focusing device, bellows,, and a holder for a ground glass screen and 
the photographic plates, fhe image was first focused on the ground 
glass plate* Before a photograph wa® taken, this plate was removed 
and a loaded plate holder was inserted in the same position. A plumb 
line consisting of a lead drop attached to a nylon thread was fastened 
to the camera ia front of the photographic plate so that its shadow 
was cast on the exposed plat® where it served as a reference line for 
•alignment ©f the photograph on the measuring machine. 
fhe camera, as buiLt, wa® not completely satisfactory. It was 
not sufficiently rigid and neither the lens nor the plate receiver 
was properly squared to the optical axis,. Consequently., alignment 
with the light sO'Urce and with the eell was difficult and frequent re­
alignment was necessary. 
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FIGURE 3. CELL AND DROP FORMING TIP. ABOVE, SIDE VIEW; 
BELOW, END VIEW. 
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lot&i the camera and the light source were fitted with rollers 
which rode mpoa a. sturdy optical heach. The light source could be 
moved to aay desired position while the camera could Tae moved as a 
uait or the froat roller® could be clamped into position and only 
the basis: rollers moved to provide extension or coaipresoion of the 
bellow®, fhe optical bench could be raised, lowered, and leveled 
by aeaa®- of screws attached to each of the four feet. 
ICodak spectroscopic M plates, plates, and 5^8-GH plates 
(later called ligh lesolution jPlates) were all used from time to 
time, fhe M plates, while very fast, had low resolving power and 
were unsuitable for thia work. The highest resolving power (1000 
linee per millimeter-) was obtained with the 649-aH plate©. These 
plates also required the longest exposure time, about ^5 aeconda with­
out a filter at the magaificatioa used. The ligh Reaolution Plates 
re^Bired about 10 second® expoaure without the filter, lesolving 
power of these latter plates seemed quite satisfactory, inasmuch as 
a well-focused image appeared sharp and clear under the traveling 
laieroaeope of the measuring machine. These plates, therefore, were 
finally adopted fo.i? use in this study. 
The camera, cell, and light source were aligned as well as possi­
ble in the following manner. The camera and light source were aligned 
by adjusting the® so that the light from the light source entered the 
center of the projection lens and formed a circular spot on a ground 
glass screen at the back of the ©aaera. This circular spot became 
uniformly ssialler and larger as the apertures of the projection and 
condensing leases were closed and opened if alignment was good. The 
optical was th@a adjusted so tiiat light from the light source 
fell oa the cell wiMow and wa® refleated hack to the center of the 
light aouree leas while, at the same time, the iaage of the drop-
foratag tip fell iaa the proper positioa oa the ground glass plate. 
2» Sour09S of erysF 
Possible eowees of error from this optical system included dis­
tortion caused by the projection lens, any optical ifflperfections in 
the cell window.,, •aoa-aligament of the various component® of the 
system, and uaeertaintiee caused by the .nature of light and of the 
photographic process. Sources of error such as improper focusing and 
vibration of the drop were, of course, imroediately obvious on the 
photograph, 
About the only way to determine the extent of distortion of the 
len® was to photograph an object of known size and to determine the 
extent of any disto.rtioa in the image of this object. Several pic­
tures of iai.croaeter •discs taped to the window nearer the projection 
lens were tak©.n. One of the aicrometer diees was ruled in squares 
0.25 mm in area.? the other disc was linear, 5 long with rulings 
each 0»1 ma» Measurement of these photographs indicated a rather 
signifieaat pin-cushion distortion. However, comparison of a drop 
photograph with the squared micrometer disc photographs indicated that 
the ©.orrections were such as almost to cancel one another. Both the 
tip diameter and d^ a® measured on the photograph were too large due 
to the distortion effect, but about the same correction would have been 
applied to both value® so that the actual value of d^ (d^ measured X 
actual tip diameter/tip diameter meaeured) remained unaltered (See 
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figuTB h), fh.® diatanc® trm th© tip of the drop to the plane of 
was similarly too larg®, siaee the measured d^ was too large and the 
drop was somewhat extended ia thi© region due to the distortion effect. 
fhi® gaT® an apparent low value for However, if d^ had been 
iMeasured in the oorrected plan® (dotted line in Figure and corrected 
for horizontal distortion, approximately the measured value would have 
been obtained. leae® the two corrections on d approximately cancelled 
s 
oae another, fhe vail.ii© of other hand, was still too 
saall since the aeasured d^ was too large by a greater fraction than 
that of d « This sight have led to a high value for the surface 
teaaion# the resultaat error, though, was probably no greater than 
the imcertaiaty la measureaent, _i , error in surface tension caused 
by this effect was probably of the order of 1 dyne/cm or less. 
eoasidering the discussion of lemball (23)t the specifications 
of the cells used, and the size of the object, any error due to the 
cell window® should have been negligible. 
0nctrtaintie® caused by non-alignment of the various components 
of the optical system could have been serious. If the parts were not 
aligned a® well as they should have been, it was impossible to focus 
the image properly. Part or all of the photograph then had a fuzzy 
appearance and it was often difficult or impossible to decide where 
the measurement® should be taken, ^his effect could cause a difference 
in surface tension values of as much as 2 dynes/cm or 0,4-0,5 percent. 
In profile projectioa there might be some undertainty as to which 
part of the object the image corresponds, fhat is, the light might 
image a plane other than the plane of maximum diameter if the object 
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FIGURE 4. DROP PHOTOGRAPH AS RELATED TO POSSIBLE 
LENS DISTORTION. DOTTED LINES INDICATE PROBABLE 
IMAGE OF DROP (GREATLY EXAGGERATED) IF NO DISTORTION 
WERE PRESENT 
i® oa tiie optical astis. If tbe object is off the optical axis, the 
taage wo»W b® distorted (S®® Figure 5a), fiiese difficulties are 
removed whea colliaat®d ligbt is used a® sJiown ia Figure 51a (See 
labell aad Cox (21),). file illumiaation used in these meaeurements waa 
aearly parallel, the aagle 0 (figure 5a) was 2 arc sin .47/16.5 
(diaiswter of light source » .9^ mm; fooal leagth « l6*5 lam), and the 
®/f ratio was approximately that recomaeaded by labell and Cox (s « 
source diameteri f a focal length)'. 
fhe diffraction of lig-ht is aaother effect which cauees uncer­
tainty when aeaeuremeat® to a high degree of precision are desired. 
The theory for diffraetion about a surface seems to be not at all 
worked out and so it is diffieult to predict th® magnitude of this 
effect. When this system was aligned well and properly focused and 
exposed, a very sharp photograph with no evidence of diffraction 
lines was obtained. If these eoniitions were met, and it was all 
too obvioue when they were not, it was felt that the uncertainty due 
to this diffraction effect was very saaall, especially since no abso­
lute aeasureiaentB of the drop, but only ratios of meaeurements, were 
used, 
Measiirements of the dropping tip by direct raeasurement and by 
the photographic method indicated that the optical system as described 
did not produce large errors, fhe dropping tip was measured directly 
with the measuring machine before being sealed into the system. The 
value obtained from measurements was 3.825 +. 0»006 mm (absolute 
deviation), l»ater, Mr. I»yle Mesbitt measured the same tip by inser­
ting calibrated steel balls into the sell just below the tip, 
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e 
FIGURE 5a. EFFECT OF CONVERGENT LIGHT ON PROJECTION 
OF SPHERICAL OBJECT. ABOVE, AN OPTICAL AXIS ; BELOW, 
OFF OPTICAL AXIS 
FIGURE 5b. EFFECT OF COLLIMATED LIGHT ON PROJECTION 
OF SPHERICAL OBJECT 
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pkotograpkiag t&e tip aad ball, and determining the tip diameter 
from ffl©asar@ia®at« of tk« -piiotographs. He obtained a value of 3 *829 
am, ffais represent® a differea®© of only'about 0.1 percent. 
1, facuuffi System 
Any vaeum system for adsorption of vapors on aercury by a pen­
dent drop aetiiod mast include (1) vaeuum pumps and gage®, (2) a 
method of iatroduoing pure aereury into the system, preferably by 
distillation, C3) a sethod of controlling the flow of mercury and 
of oontrolliag the sisse of the mercury drop, {^) a cell with dropping 
tip, (5) a vapor lalet system, and (6) a method of measuring the 
pressure of the vapor. 
Several problems presented themselves when a design for a vacuum 
system such a® this wa« considered. One of the most fundamental 
problems which made th® solution of other problems more difficult 
was the necessity of using no material in the vicinity of the merciiry 
which had any ©igaifieant vapor pressure. Kemball (23) found that 
stopcock grea®®, even though it hat very low vapor pressure, could 
not be used becatiae of slow diffusion amd subsecjuent adsorption on 
the mercury surface. Consequently, it was necessary to find substi­
tute® for the usual greaee-lubrioated stopcock®. This was not a simple 
task, fhi® problem was important in the drop control system, and in 
the vapor inlet system, a® well as in making connections between the 
ceil area and th® manifold. Solutionis to this problem will be indi­
cated under the various sections. 
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1, Vacuum' pwmB gages 
A Welch Dmo-geal f&repuaif was used itt coaaaeetion with an H, S. 
Martin and Gompaay siiagle stag® diffusian pump. With these two pumps, 
it was possible to obtaia presisures as low a® 1©"^ mm Hg readily and 
-6 4-5 X 10 am Ig xaider optimw conditioais. Pressures were indicated 
by a Hatioaal Research Corporation vacuum thermocouple gage and an ion 
gag® 4 
2, Mercury diatillatton and meroury reaearroir 
Mercury «a® iatrodueed into th® system through a still with a 
vertical water coMeaser a® indicated in Figure 6. At first this 
mercury raa from the still directly to a mercury reservoir and thenoo 
to the drop control and the cell* Mercury obtained in this manner 
appeared to b® insufficiently pure. Cyclic distillation is generally 
believed to improve the purity of substances. Hence provision for 
cyclic distillation was made, A second still was introduced in such 
a manner that mercury passed from th® cell to this secondary still 
from which it could be redistilled into a tube leading to the mercury 
reservoir, thus permitting th® distillation to be continued as long 
a© desired. Still later this section was modified so that the mercury 
from th® first still ran directly into the secondary still from which 
it was distilled into th® mercury reservoir (Figure 6). Any impurities 
that might possibly have entered the system from the first still were 
thus trapped ia the second still and could not reach the drop control, 
this arrangement appeared to be quite satisfactory. It was also possi­





aaottat of mercury had distilled into tlx© second ©till, if 
desired* 
purpoe® of th® mercury reservoir wa® to store pure mercury 
ready for us® in the drop control, fhe reservoir consietad aimply 
of a piece of glats tubing of large diametar, fhis was first con­
nected to the vacuum ©yetem through an ordinary vacuum stopcock and 
a liquid air trap to remove any vapors from the stopcoclc grease. 
Iiater it was co»pl®t®iy disconnected from the vacuum manifold in 
order to eliminate the stopcock and the trap, fhis part of the 
system could then he evacuated through the cell but only if the 
connecting tubes were not sealed with fflsrcury, fhi® proved to be 
quite imsatisfactory,. especially when adsorption studies were made. 
Finally, the reservoir was connected to the vacuum manifold directly 
without the us# of a stopcock of any kind (Figure 11). 
teoP' control 
Early attempts to control the flow of mercury involved the use 
of a teflon plug ground to fit the barrel of a glass stopcock, in the 
hop® that this »ight be self-lubricating and vacuum tight. Although 
(several ©ueh stopcock® were ground^ none of them could be made vacuvun 
tight, even with mercury seals. Accordingly, this procedure was 
abandoned. A design which could control the flow of mercury and at 
the same time control the size of the drop was adopted. This consisted 
of a plunger which fit fairly snugly within a barrel to which a side 
arm was attached (Figure 7), When the plunger was above the side 
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FIGURE 7. DROP CONTROL 
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plttBg©!* was a ®ii©rt distaac® below the side arm the flow of mercury 
was istopped. As the pluager wa© further lowered, saercury was forced 
fro» the barrel i»to a tube coaaeotiag the drop control to the drop 
tip, thus mercury oould be foreed to the tip and a drop of desired 
sia® formed. 
farlou® methods of operatiag the plunger were attempted and 
various ataterialis were used to form the plunger, The first method 
aitteapted utilised a ground glass plunger operated by a stainless 
steel bellow®. Both the plunger and the barrel were attached to the 
bellow® through lovar-glas® seals* fhe bellows was operated by 
aeaas of a serew* fhis (syatem worked fairly well, but it was rather 
fragile, diffi«ttlft to clean and keep clean, not too easily outgassed, 
and it® use resulted in quite a bit of vibration in the system. 
lepair® were difficult and time-ooasiiBiing. It was then decided to 
try a metal plunger and to operate it with a magnet. Although an 
electromagnet arrangeaeat was tried, it was discarded because careful 
coatrol was not possible. Instead, a permanent magnet which was 
operated ffianually was used. A bar alnico magnet was attached to the 
top of the plunger. This magnet was rotated by horseshoe magnets on 
the outside. As it rotated the threaded upper part of the plunger 
turned inside a nut, thus raising and lowering the plunger as desired, 
fhis syatea worked very smoothly and permitted excellent control of 
the drop. 
A stainless steel screw-plunger and nut were first used. This 
worked (juite well for a while, but after some tiaie, the "stainless" 
steel appeared rusted, became stuck frequently, and seemed to 
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coataraljaat® tlia mercury—altiiougk this may not have beea th® case. 
Also, tli@re was aom® tiffieulty involved ia balancing the nut and 
securing it into position without breaking th® glass. Several other 
fflateriala such a© teflon, nickel, lucite, copper, fiberglass, and 
carbon were considered. All except copper and carbon were ruled out 
by consideration of machiaeability, durability, reaction to heat, or 
magnetism. The us# of copper waa questionable both from the stand­
point of freedom of motion and from the standpoint of possible 
reaction with mercury vapor* A carbon acrew-plunger and a carbon nut 
were aade. fh@ plunger was covered with a glas.® sleeve which was 
ground to fit a glasis barrel* The carbon syatem was self-lubricating 
and turned freely* However» ®aall particles of carbon apparently 
worlced loos® and found their way into th® barrel of the drop control, 
lere, they caused the plunger to "stick" and contaminated the mercury, 
Nevertheless, thie system wa® used for the first measurements. Two 
horseshoe magnets were used to operate the plunger. 
Sine® th® carbon screw did cause the difficulties mentioned 
above, it was decided that something else should be tried. Finally 
a etainless steel screw and nut were«ain tried, but a glass plunger 
was attached to the @te®l screw, Mr» layne Jones, with patience and 
ingenuity, fashioned a drop control of this description which worked 
boaatifully. 
gell 
The optical properties of the cell have already been described 
€p. 21 ), The drop tip was sealed into the cell near one end in order 
that it might be focused with the lens used. The drop tip was a 2 mm, 
i, d., glass tub® which was polished until the end appeared straight 
and flat under a small magnifier. It had to be sealed into the cell 
parallel to the window and in such a way that the mercury drop would 
appear approximately in the center of the window, fhe tip was not 
completely circiilar (having a variation in diameter of perhaps 1-2 
percent), nor was the inside edge completely free from tiny nicks. 
It was felt, however, that these saaall irregularities would not affect 
the shape of the drop (See Andreas, Hauser & Tucker (3))« The diameter 
of the drop tip was determined after the tip was sealed into the cell. 
Thus the diameter measured was the same diameter that was photographed. 
It wa® measured on the measuring machine (p. k3) using the "zirconarc" 
lamp as the illuminating source. This tip diameter was the standard 
of magnification. It was not so easy to measure the diajneter of the 
photographed tip as it would have been if the tip had been completely 
flat, but no great difficulty was involved and measureiiients taken at 
various point® indicated that any error involved was within the limits 
of the measurements. 
Other 
A tungsten wire was inserted into the tubs between the drop 
control and the cell in order to ground the mercury coliimn since 
Kemball (23) reported that mercury can pick up an electrical charge 
during distillation. A series of measurements at one time indicated 
that there might be a difference in the value of the surface tensions 
with the column grounded and ungrounded. However, more recent 
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aeasureaeats jielded ao iiffereace. The question remained unresolved. 
A liquid air trap wa® plaeed between the cell area and the 
nearest etopeocJfc in order to present any diffusion of stopcock 
grease vapor to the aercury. 
fhe part of the syatera so far described waa sufficient for tJae 
determination of the surface tension of mercury. In order to study 
adsorption of vapors, it was necessary to have a vapor inlet system 
of ©ome »ort in addition to the sections already described. Shis 
eyatem is described in the following section, 
C. fapor Inlet System 
Ihe vapor inlet system must consist of reservoirs for the 
liquid® whose vapors are to be adsorbed, some method of introducing 
the»e vapor® into the ®y®tea, and a method of determining the pres-
Bures of the vapora. fhe first vapor inlet system designed and built 
is shown in Figure 8* 0 and Q* were the liquid reservoirs. These 
were separated from the rest of the system by a mercury seal on a 
sintered gla»s plate• fhi® arrangement held a pressure difference of 
5-10 BUB of aercury* At low temperaturee, which were obtained with 
liqtiid air or dry ice traps, no vapor escaped from the reservoir®, 
S and S' were vapor reservoirs from which the vapor could be forced 
by raising the mercury level in the reservoirs. These reservoirs 
also were separated from the system by mercury seals on fine pore 
sintered glass. E, JC% and i were mercury manometers. E and K' 
measured the pressure in the vapor reservoirs. J measured the pressure 





FIGURE 8. EARLY DESIGN OF VACUUM SYSTEM 
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ia the system fey raisiag or lowering the mercury level. Mercury ia 
the ¥-tub@ F was frozen with liquid aiir to prevent vapors from moving 
beyond th® cell. 
this design, built to th© proper dimeneione,was satisfactory 
although a bit unwieldy. It could have been @ii®plified by elifflinating 
th© vapor 'reservoir® since data obtained by using thea was not essen­
tial in adsorption studies* fM.® method of introducing vapors was 
replacedj however| by a simplified system which consisted of liq\iid 
reservoirs separated froa the ayistem by Fulton valves (Figure 9). A 
manometer ooastrueted of precision bore 5/8" tubing measured the pres­
sure of the vapor ia the system* this method eliminated the mercury 
reservoirs and also permitted the liquids to be stored ia their respec­
tive reservoir® without the aid of cold traps to prevent the escape 
of vapor®. 
In th© final arrangement fine bore porous plates with mercury 
seals were placed between the valves and the cells, fhe porous plate-
meroury seal arran^aent aad# it easier to control the flow of vapor, 
i'ndioated when aad how fast vapor was flowing, indicated any leaks 
through the valves§ and prevented bask diffusion of vapor into the 
reservoirs. 
4 sketch of th® complete vacuum system is shown in Figure 10. a 
represents the primary mercury still, B the secondary mercury still, 
0 the mercury reservoir, B the drop control, aad 1 the cell, F repre­
sents the 1 tube in which aercury was frozen 'when adsorption studies, 
were aad#. fhe jaasometer J was connected to the manifold and the 
^0 
MERCURY COPPER 







FIGURE 9. VAPOR INLET SYSTEM 
TO 
PUMPS 
DROP APPARATUS , VACUUM SYSTEM 
eyst®ffl tlirottgh splash bulbs L. fh®s@ bulba were used to prevent loss 
of aercury wJaea th® manoaetex was ©utgas©ed. Q and Q* represent the 
lictxiid reservoirs from which vapor passed through the valves H and 
1» and the mereury seala E and X' to the system. M represents the 
trap which separated the area eontainiag stopcocks from the rest of 
tte vacauffi system. S represents the trap to which the gage® were 
attached. I#iqaid ^air was alway® used to ©ool trap H, but dry ice 
was usually used for trap M. P represents the vacuum manifold, C, 
D, and J were all attached to the top of the manifold in order to 
prevent any mercury which may have reached the manifold through out-
gaosiag or accident from entering these sections, fhe connections 
between 1 and the valve 12 were designed to prevent mercury from 
reaching the copper tub© connected to the valve, H2 connected the 
cell area to the vacuum manifold. It was closed during adsorption on 
aeasureaents and opened to remove vapors or to outgas the system. 
B. fibration Support and Mounting 
The system had to be protected from vibration if a sharp image 
of an equilibrium drop was to be obtained. First attempts to eliminate 
vibration involved aomting the vacuum rack on rods bolted through the 
wall and supporting it by bolting the vertical rods to a board 
separated from the desk top by a layer of sponge rubber. This arreinge-
ment proved to be unsatisfactory. Separating the rods from the wall 
by rubber sleeves and rubber pads helped, but not enough. Sven with 
every source of large vibration, such as fans, hoods, etc., within the 
^3 
fexiiMiag turned off, fairly satisfactory freedom from vibration could 
fe® obtained only between the hours of liOO and JsOO a.m. Since this 
waa inconvenient, a better method of eliminating vibration was sought. 
It was decided to- mount the systeai on a box-like rack which would be 
bolted to a soapston® slab. The raek was constructed of an angle 
iron fraae and aluainua cross bars placed at intervals of approxi­
mately €** (Figttr© 11). It was unusmally sturdy. This was mounted on 
a three inch thiek slab of soapst'one which rested with one end 
supported by hard rubber and th© other end supported by an inflated 
inner tub® {ei®« 4,00-8)» fhia arrangement dampened vibration 
remarkably well, particularly if the inner tube was sufficiently 
inflated. It was also desirable to exclude insects from the work 
area inasaueh as it .was rather annoying to have a moth or other insect 
fly into the apparatus, thereby imparting violent motion to the 
aiercury drop, just a® the photograph was about to be taken. 
1, Measuring Machine 
A Cambridge Universal Measuring Machine (Cambridge Instrument 
Cofflpany, Ltd., Iiondon), which permitted measurement of distances in 
both the X and y directions with a reproducibility of 0.002 am was 
tt®@d» fhe photograph wa® placed between two ^ass plates mounted on 
a carriage, for transverse measurements the table was moved and 
positions were observed on th® transverse scale through a filar micro-
scop®. A screw adjustment of th© table permitted careful alignment 




HARD RUBBER INFLATED INNER TUBE 
FIGURE II. VACUUM RACK AND MOUNTING 
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F, fempe ra ture C on tr ol 
Siae© th.® t©mp®ratar® co®ffiei®at of mercury is only about 0.22 
<lyiies per d®gree, it aigJat b© @xp©et®d tkat small temperature changes 
would bar0 little «ff@et upoa tii® surface tension aeasurements. How­
ever, th© vapor pr@»sur@® of b&th ©thanol and heptaa® chang® rapidly 
in th® 'Tieiatty of 50 C at whieh teiaperature the®® measurements were 
laad®. For thi© r@aaon temperatur® really should have been controlled 
within 0.1®, if poesible, for best results, 
Sttoh a temperature control for this apparatus was not realized, 
A structure which would completely enclose the apparatus and all 
part© was begun but not finished, fhe measurements discussed in this 
paper were aad® during a warm part of eiMiaer when the temperature 
varied oaly a few degrees from 30® Q, The apparatus was enclosed on 
all sides except one by the aforementioned structure. Under these 
conditions three types of temperature control were used, 
1, On soM days roo® temperature remained constant within 
0,1® of 50® C. 
2, If rooffl temperature was below 30® C two infrared lamps were 
arranged so that a fan blowing past them blew warm air 
toward the cell, 
3* If room temperature was above 30® G, cooling coils through 
which cold water wa® passed were placed so that cooled air 
was blown toward the cell. 
By these method® temperature could be maintained within a 0,2° 
range over & period of several hours, fhe temperature was measured 
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with a 0.1® theraoiQi®ter placed directly above, and closd to, the 





file first aareury tiBed wa® simply triply-distilled mercury from 
til® Soldsmith Bros* Smelting' aad leflaiag Ctaapany* This mercury was 
distilled iato tM® vacuim ©ystem where it was then distilled continu­
ously for seTeral hours, fh© higheat value for the surface tension 
obtained for this saiaple of mereury was about kSk dynes/cm. A later 
sample of mercury was aerated with dry, filtered oxygen for 22 hour® 
before being distilled into the system, fh© surface tension of this 
mereury waa no Mgher than was that for the previous sample. 
A More careful purification of th® merciiry seemed in order, A 
iftodificatioa of a atethod of mercury purification described by Bartell 
and Bard (5) was used, fhe mercury wae caused to fall repeatedly in 
fin® droplets through & column filled with l8 percent nitric acid 
after which it was washed several times with distilled water and 
filtered, fh® filtered mercury was air distilled twice» filtered 
again» and distilled under vacuuft. At this point it was considered 
ready to be distilled iato the systeia, ?alues obtained for the 
surface tension of this mercury sample were still only about ^60 
dynes/cffi. 
A somewhat different procedure was followed for the final sample 
of mercury used, fhe aereury was first shaken with concentrated 
nitric acid,* then caused t® fall through the nitric acid column^ 
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washed, aad filtered. It was then stirred with aiilfuric acid and air 
distilled thr®® ti»©s li«,iiig filtered after each distillation, fhe 
final step was Taoutua distillation after whieh it waa ready to he 
distilled into the system, fhe sarfaae tenaioa foiind for this mercury 
saniple w&s likewiee 460' iynes/cm, fhe latter two purification pro­
cedure# were carried out by I»yle Mesbitt of the Physical and Inor­
ganic ©roup. 
2# Heptane 
fh# heptane used in this study was purified by Don Hickson of 
the Phyaical and Inorganic Group according to the method of fractional 
melting described by Aston and Mastrangelo (4), It was reported as 
at least 99.3 percent pare, 
3. Ithaaol 
fhe ©thasol ueed had preTiously been purified by Lyle Hesbitt. 
fhe boiling point was giirea as 78.72®-78»75° G corrected. 
B. Procedures 
1. gurfaoe teaaion of isercury 
1®teriaiaatioa of the surface tension of mercury with this appara­
tus was relatively simple. Mercury was distilled into the syatem only 
after a fairly good vaeuuffl, 10 mm of stercury or less, had been ob­
tained, ^S-ufficieat mercury was distilled into the secondary still to 
allew for contiauou® distillation plus a supply of mercury in the drop 
control and in the mercury reservoir, fhe mercury was then distilled 
eontiauottsly for several days or until photographs taken on succeeding 
days showed no increase in surface tension. When it was desired to 
photograph a drop of mercury, the plunger of the drop control was 
lowered enough to stop the inward flow of mercury. Distillation was 
continued until there was a supply of mercury in the mercury reser­
voir, fhe plunger of the drop control was further lowered to form a 
drop of the proper size on the tip. The photograph was then taken, 
and the plate developed. 
In order to obtain a motionless drop, the secondary still was 
turned off so that mercury had stopped distilling when the photo­
graph was taken, The forepump, but not the diffusion pump, was also 
stopped to prevent vibration. Usually about 30 seconds were allowed 
to elapse between the time the shield of the plate holder was pulled 
out and the time the picture was taken. This permitted the damping 
of vibrations caused by putting the plate holder in the camera and 
pulling out the shield. 
In measuring the photographs, the plates were first lined up on 
the measuring machine by lining up the shadow of the plumb line on 
the photograph with the cross hairs of the traveling microscope. The 
maximum diameter was then found and asasured after which the second 
diameter could be found and measured. Since the drop forming tip 
was not exactly vertical, being perhaps l°-2® off, it was necessary 
to realign the plate in order to measure the diameter of the drop-
forming tip to determine magnification. The surface tension was calcu­
lated from equation (5> taking g « 980,3 cm/sec (value at Chicago) and 
r « 13.522 at 30° C, 
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2.. Adserptloa of gi»gle vapors 
for tb# <i«%®rmiaattoii of adsorption of vapors» additional steps 
Cboyond tJaoae described above) iasluded (1) sealing off the cell area 
from til© rest of the @y@t©* to confine the vapors to this area, 
(2) allowing vapor to eater th# cell area in desired increments, 
(3) determining the pressure at the time of each measurement, and 
ih} allowing sufficient ti»® for equilibrim to be established before 
taking the photograph* In all cases the liquids had been outgassed 
by alternate freezing and melting until no bubble© were observed upon 
aelting.. fhi© required %«6 freeaiag® usually. Vapors were confined 
to the cell area by freezing th® laeroury in the U-tube between the 
cell and the secondary atill iW in Figure 8), It was neceaaary that 
mercury extend- for soae distance above the U-tube to prevent aonden-
©ation of vapor® m the cold mercury surface, fhe methods of intro­
ducing vapor to the system and of determining pressure were different 
for the original and final systems used. Both of these will be dis­
cussed. 
a. Original method« fhe original system is that shown in 
figure 8. The following procedure wa© developed using this system. 
Mercury was raised in the manoaeter of the liquid concerned (Q or G*). 
Mercury was raised only a short distance in J. The cold trap was then 
reiaoved from the liquid reservoir, and vapor was allowed to bubble in 
until the pressure in the system (as determined by J) was at the 
lowest value to be laeasured. fhe system was given a chance to come 
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to eqtiili'britMi, th© photograph was taken, and th» pressure was read 
from the maaometer and recorded, fhe aeroury in the manometer J was 
then raised enough to change the pressure the desired amount and the 
process was repeated. After the mereury had heen raised to the top 
of the ma»ometftr» it could be lowered again, additional vapor admitted 
until th© pressure of the vapor in the system was just above the high­
est pressitr® obtained before, fhe complete process described above 
could then be repeated, 
b* fiaal method.,, fhe data rep-orted here were obtained with the 
apparatus a« «hown in Fig'ure IQ, fhe sell area was isolated from the 
rest of the system by freezing mercury in the U-tube as described 
before (the mercury was froiasen either with liquid nitrogen or dry ice 
and acetone aai was .kept froaea over a period of time with dry ice 
and acetone) and by eloaiag the valve (12) to the manifold. The 
vapor in fueetion wa© then introduced by opening the proper valve 
slightly and letting vapor bubble through the mercury seal until the 
desired pressure was reached, fhe presstire was read immediately 
after the photograph had been taken. A eathetometer was used to 
read the pressure to 0,1 mm, femperature was also recorded after 
each photograph. In order to obtain the higher pressures it was 
necessary to warm th® liquid in the reservoirs slightly (heat from 
th® hand was sufficient), fhe vapor could be pumped out in prepara­
tion for measuring the effect of the other vapor by opening the valve 
to the vacuum, manifold. 
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5. A4sorptioa ef vaporg 
.Mixed vapor adeorptioa a«a@wreia@Bts were carried out as single 
vapor measureiaeatB w#r® eKC®pt that two vapor® were now admitted and 
ibt p*»®ssttr@ of ®ach was desii*#d» 
a. Origiaal m®thod« K«reurj was raised in both manometers G 
and 9*,. fh® aeroary level in tk® vapor reservoirs H and H« was ad­
justed to til® top of the capillary tubing. Vapor from one of the 
liquid reservoir® was allowed to bubble into the vapor reservoir, 
but not enough to bubble out of thi« reservoir. The pressure of this 
vapor was recorded* She aereury la the vapor reservoir was then 
raised to the 300 ml laark* After vapor had stopped bubbling out, 
th® pr®«sujre was recorded* fh© Mercury was again lowered to the top 
of the capillary and the pressure of the remaining vapor read and 
recorded, fhe pr@a®ur@ of th© system a© measured on manometer J was 
recorded, fhis prooess was repeated with the two vapors until the 
desired aixtur® was obtained* 4s@wing Balton*® law of partial 
pressures, the pressure of one of the vapors could be read from the 
maaoaeter J and th® pressure of the second determined from the 
difference between thi® value and the final total pressure. If 
this apparatus had been simplified by the removal of the vapor 
reservoirs a® indioated on page 39 t the vapor could have been 
bubbled directly into the system from the liquid reservoirs, adding 
first one vapor, then the other, until the desired pressures were 
reached. 
In order to puap off vapors before making a second series of 
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tli© mereury in th® U-tube was allowed to melt. The 
vap«i*s w«r@ then pumpei otit tliroagli this tube imtil the pressure was 
low enough that th® mercury couli be lowered out of J. 
b. final aaethod* fhe •ralue® for mixed adsorption of ethanol 
and heptaae here presented were obtained in the following nianner. 
After th® cell area had been isolated ais previously described, ethanol 
•vapor mm introductd until the desired pressure was reached. This 
pressure wma read and recorded. Heptane was then admitted in desired 
iaorementa. JPhotographs were taken after one hour had elapsed. One 
hour was rather arbitrarily chasea a® the time to permit equilibrium 
to be reached. A couple of series of photograph© did indicate that 
this was more than an adequate amount of time. Pressure and tempera­
ture were recorded imiBediately after each photograph. When one aeries 
of photographs had been taken, th# vapors were pumped out. Ethanol 
was then admitted until another desired pressure was obtained and a 
new series of aeasurements wa® aade. Usually one mercury drop was 
tt«@d for each series of measurement®» 
C.. Ses.ults 
falues obtained for the surface tension of mereury have already 
been indicated,. Maasureraents were made over a period of about two 
year®:. Suring this time three different dropping tips and three 
different drop control# were used. Mercury saraples which had under­
gone fo-ur different types of treatment were measured. In all cases 
th® surface tension obtained was within 1 percent of h60 dynes/cm. 
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fii© mercury coltma was grounded by means of a tungsten wire sealed 
tlirougli fch© glass, Values obtaiaed with the grounded and imgrounded 
mereury w®r@ not aotiotably different during the most recent studies, 
lowe'ver^, results on this were mt oonelusive. 
f>a.rtioularly before the apparatus was assembled the last time 
all th© glass was carefully cleaned with nitric acid or cleaning 
solution ©r both. It was then riased with distilled water, Th® 
system was also outgassed before mercury was distilled in, fhe 
cold trap S in front of the last stopcock was kept filled to prevent 
diffusion of any *apor from stopcock grease, fhe average of four 
photographs taken before and during the studies with adsorption of the 
vapors gave a value of ^61 dyaes/c®. fhi® latter value was used in 
determislng surface tension lowering. 
fhe values obtained for surface tension lowering for the single 
vapors are shown in fables 1 and 2 and graphically in Figures 12 and 
13. ¥alu@,s obtained for th® same vapors a year earlier using the 
first method described (page 50 ) are in fairly good agreement with 
these latter one®, fh® heptane data agree well with those of Kemball 
and lideal (2%), fh® carve for ethanol falls considerably below that 
obtained by femball -{26). 
The values obtained for mix«d adsorption are given in Table 
3 and are shown graphically in Figures 12 and 13. 
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Tafel® 1. Stirfac© Tension Lowering of Mercury 
by a-Heptane at 30 G 
Surface tension, mercury » ^6l dynes/cm 











fable 2. Surface f®m±on LoweriJig of Mercury 
by Sthaaol at 30 C 
Surface tension msreury » h6x dyaea/om 















Table 3, Surface T@aaion Lowering of Mercxiry by n-Heptane-
Bthaaol Mixtures at 30 6 
Sxirfae« teasioa m®r©ury » 461 dynes/cm 
Pg • 11.5 am % " 27.5 mm 
Pg(fflmlg5 IT Cdy»®a/e«) Pg(mmlg) (dyaes/om) 
4.1 44 4.4 48 
9.2 45 14.6 55 
16.8 50 25.5 56 
29.3 57 41.7 61 
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fhe desiga ©f a peadsat drop apparatus for the study of surface 
tensioa of mercury ia vacmua was fraught with several problems. It 
felt that most of these were satisfaotorily solved,. The focal 
point of the apparatus was the sell which housed the drop-forming tip. 
fhe ©ell used was an abserptioa cell with optically flat windows of 
specificatioa® already given, fhe drop-fonaing tip was made from a 
piece of amall bor® tmbisg which was out aad grouad to a flat surface, 
A few saiall aicks did remaia ®a the iaside surface (since mercury 
dees not wet glass, this iis the important surface) and the tip was 
probably not completely circular, lowever^, it is felt that these 
email iaperfeetioas did not affect the shape of the drop (see Andreas, 
Hauser, and lucker (3))* The tip wa® measured after it was sealed 
in the tube so that the side measured was the one which was later 
photographed to serve as isaga.ification standard. 
Devising a method of controlling the drop size within a vacuum 
ayete® was on® of th® Most difficult problem®. In connection with 
this the flow of mercxiry tc th® drop control apparatus had to be 
controlled. In addition this had to be accomplished without the use 
of any stopcecks which would involve the use of stopcock grease. These 
problems were solved simultaneously with the drop control system pre­
viously described, fhis consisted of a magnetically operated plunger 
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whicfa controlled both the flow of mercury and the size of the drop. 
Considerable difficulty was involved in the construction of this drop 
control because the tolerance® were small and aligament was critical. 
After it was properly constructed, however, it worked very smoothly 
and was quite satisfactory. 
Stopcocks were used on either side of the diffusion pump and a 
stopcock air inlet was attached to the vacuum manifold. A trap was 
placed between this last stopcock and the system so that so long as 
liquid nitrogen or dry ice surrounded this trap no stopcock grease 
should have been able to reach the systeia. 
fhe introduction of vapor to the system was accomplished with the 
use of metal valves in connection with mercury seals on porous plates. 
Some difficulty was experienced in obtaining valves that did not leak. 
The valves on this apparatus were not used for a very long period of 
time, but they worked quite well during the course of these measure­
ments . 
-5 A vacuum of 10 mm of mercury could be readily obtained in this 
system. After the pumps had been operating for a few hours the 
-6 pressure fell to ^ or 5 X lO" mm. fhese pressures are, of course, 
exclusive of mercury vapor or any other vapor that would be condensed 
out by liquid nitrogen. 
Temperature control should be improved so that temperature can be 
o held constant to 0.1 or better, if possible. Throughout the mixed 
adsorption measurements the temperature was 50° 0.2°. During the 
course of single vapor measurements, the temperature varied as much as 
0.5*'. Any error due to this much temperature variation, however, weis 
probably wltbia ©xperimeatal «rror* If the apparatus were completely 
eaclo0@d aad aa adequate blower used» it should be possible to control 
the temperature automatically within desired limits. (The temperature 
control method used in this work was arranged manually and changed as 
aeoessary to aaintaia the temperature desired.) The use of. a constant 
temperature ;}acket axouad the ©ell wa® considered, but no satisfactory 
arrangement was found, fhis aiethod was complicated by the necessity 
for keeping the cell window® free and by the tubes attached to the 
oell. 
B. Optical System 
The optical system used in this work was not entirely satis­
factory. Apparently not much is known about the theory of profile 
projection, It any rate, it was difficult to find information on the 
subject. The soneentrated arc light source is the nearest thing to 
a point sourc® that has been defeloped and should be the best type 
of light source for thi® work. The housing of the lamp used in this 
work could b@ moved in Tarioms directions. It was important then that 
the proper position be found and the housing firmly fastened in this 
position. The lens, while not perfect, seemed to be satisfactory 
<B@© pa^e 20 5. The measurements with calibrated steel balls 
{page 27 ) indicated that it® performance was adequate. The camera, 
on the other hand, was aot completely satisfactory and should be 
built more rigidly with special attention being paid to see that both 
the back and front plates are exactly and rigidly perpendicular to the 
optical axis, fhis should not be too difficult to accomplish. The 
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mercitry drop was magaified about 15 times on tha photograpJaic plate» 
Tiiia seems to b® a workable .magaification, and so it would seem 
desirable to l3wlli a eaaiera that coiild give this much magnification. 
Th® photograjbic plates adopted w®r® ooapletely satisfactory as 
was the measuring machia®. 
Possible sources of error due to th® optical system have already 
been discussed (page 2^), It wa® felt that if the component parts of 
the optical system were properly aligned and the image was properly 
focused, the uneertaiaty of the surface tension would have been within 
otte dyae/oia or 0^25 percent, fafortunately the above requirements 
were not met for all the photo^aphs used in this study. For this 
reason, ealctilatioas were made using measurements to only 0.01 mm. 
fhe uncertainty was therefore somewhat more than 1 dyne/cm, and in 
some cases it was near 2 dya@s/©m du© to improper alignment and improper 
focusing which led to uacertaiaty as to where measurements should be 
made. Values here given are thus to be taken as 2 dynes/cm. The 
pressures are probably accurate within 0.2 mm, 
C, leeults 
In, atteaptiag to explain the value obtained for the surface tension 
of mercury, it is necessary to consider the consistency of the results 
under different circximstances and th® results of adsorption of single 
vapors as compared with those obtained by Kemball whose value for the 
stirface tension of mercury was 23 dynes/cm or about 5 percent higher 
than that obtained in this work. The adsorption of heptane obtained 
on this mercury was in agreement with that obtained by Kemball while 
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tlie adsorption of ©thaaol obtained was considerably less than that 
obtaiaed by Kemball, One explaaation of these results would be that 
the laercuryt all of which oaiae from the same source, contained a 
difficult-ta-remove impurity which lowered the surface tension by 
approxiaately 23 dynea/cm. the adsorption of heptane then seemed to 
be independent of the presence of this impurity while the ethanol 
adsorption was hindered by it® presence. 
It might b@ interesting to aeasure the surface tension of mercury 
prepared by a different company. Also an even .more carefiil purifi­
cation procedure might be tried, lo change in the surface tension of 
mercury samples used was noted after continuous distillation for a 
period of three or four days, but distillation for a longer period of 
time might be tried. 
In order to interpret the adsorption data» it was deemed desirable 
to find a theoretical equation which would give results in agreement 
with the experimental results* Since the vapors adsorbed in this 
work were adsorbed on a liquid surface which was presumed to be homo­
geneous » it seemed reasonable to assume a mobile monolayer obeying a 
gaseous film equation of state. If a satisfactory expression for the 
adsorption of single component® could be foimd, it was felt that this 
could possibly be extended t© the case of two components adsorbed on 
the same adsorbent. 
fhe adsorption of both ethanol and heptane has been studied by 
Kemball and Sideal as indicated previously. In order to explain 
their result® these worker® applied the Volmer equation for gaseous 
films 
6k 
IT (A-a) = Kf where (7) 
-jY" " lowering of surfae® tension» 
A = area per molectil®, 
a ® co-areas of mol®e\jl@s, auad 
K ani f hav® their usual sigaaificance 
and f®lt that their data were satisfactorily interpreted with the aid 
of this equation. Accordingly the first attempt to explain the data 
ol5tained in the present work was an application of the Volmer equa­
tion, The equation as written above was combined with the Gibbs 
adsorption equation ^ dTT where T « molecules adsorbed 
Kf dlnp 
2 per em. and the relationship A « 1, 
""RT a' j[k"' 
to give an equation of the form In w lap - + c (8) 
- alT 
©r ^ where a, e, and G are constants. (9) 
ir « Cp® 
Constants for this expresision were evaluated in the more convenient 
-a£rr 
form IT® best values for heptane gave 
TT « 119 (10) 
while the best values for ethanol gave 
-rr « 6.92 (11) 
where p^ represents the pressure of heptane and p^ represents 
th® pressure of ethanol. 
Gomparisons of calctilated and experimental values for TT vs. p are 
shown in Figures 14 and 15. It can be seen that agreement is good 
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6? 
la order to apply the treatm®at to two components, the expressions 
(A - • - • =-^) » If 
Tx-Ta 
^« r + V 
1 4 „ »..A....ny........ (ftie smbaeripts refer to eaoh of two 
Tl ''' 12 oofflponsats.) 
*ere combined to give 
"K » c, p-e '^iTT + c.Pg® "fS* (12) 
It « c 
where single oompioneat isotherais are special cases. Values calculated 
from this equation are compared with experimental values in Figure l6. 
fhe agreement is not too bad, but one might wish to do better. 
A simple interpretation of the Volaer equation would lead one to 
believe that a correction for deviation from ideal behavior is made 
for the area of the molecules only. It might well be expected that 
an interaction existed between the ffiolecules, especially at the higher 
preasures, and that the introduction of a term accounting for this 
interaction would lead to an equation more in accord with the results. 
Such a term was introduced by writing 
2 
"]! « cp#~^^ *•• ^ where o( and ^  are constants, (13) 
for ©ingle components and 
TT« * ^ 2^ (Ik) 
for two components, 
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til® equatioa for a single compoasnt in th® form 
log -IC « log c - air + bTT^ . (15) 
ft I*®® wa« plotted agaiast TT and tk® slopes at several points were 
deteraiaed. these slopes were then plotted against TT and the best 
straight line was drawn through the points. The slope of this line 
was 2b and tHe int.rc.pt Log ^ could then b. plotted 
against (-alt + h TT ). The intercept of the straight line obtained 
from this plot was a eoastaat corresponding to log c. ( Equation 15 
2 ' is of the form ysse-ax+bx . lenoe y = -a 4- 2bx, After the con­
stant® a and b have been determined, the equation can be written in 
the forai y » c + » in order to determine the final constant.) Best 
values obtained for heptane gave 
log -2. a 3,42 - 0.09111 + 0.00615"TT^ <16) 
P 
while best values obtained for ethanol gave 
log » 1.12 - 0,030"»r * O.OOOlSW^ <17) 
fhe equations could be written in the original form as 
TT- 26JO * o.ooiteir^ (^3, 
T<. X3.2 • O.OOOUir^ 
Comparisons of value® calculated from these equations are shown in 
Figures 1? and 18. Agreement in both case® is seen to be good. 
?alues obtained for the two-component systems are shown in Figure 19. 
Agreement with experimental data is fairly good for the system of 
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pressur# at low heptane pressure, but fails to account for any part 
of the iatsrmediat# system. 
Adsorbed gaseou® films are generally treated as two-dimensional 
analogues of three dimensional gases. Hence surface analogues of 
equation® for perfect and imperfect gases can be derived. The general 
equation of state known as the virial equation of state may be expressed 
in its simpler forms as . B G pv ss A + • • • • • 
2 
or pv a 1 + Ip + Cp + ...., where A, B, and 
C are constants. 
A statistical derivation of the virial equation for 3 dimensional 
gases is given by Fowler and Suggenheiia <19) and also by Mayer and 
Hayer (29)• These result® may be extended to the two dimensional case 
giving an equation of the form 
^ « 1 4. Sir + 011^ + — (20) 
The surface analogue of the van der ®aals equation 
( TT + ^  ) (A - b) « KT (21) 
A 
may be rewritten in the virial form as 
If equation 22 i® compared with equation 20 it can be seen that the 
second and third virial coefficients can be equated to (•^ - "v ) 
2 ^ 
) respectively. If only the first two terms 
7k 
are considered,, tlie expression can be rewritten a® (A - c4 ) a Kf 
where «( « b , Skis equatioa is formally equivalent to the Volmer 
efuatioa. Mow» if the vaa der laals constant a ±a assumed to depend 
upon interaction ©f th® molecules and the constant b to be a function 
of the area of the molecules, the constant of the Volmer type equation 
contains an. interaction term as well as an area correction term. In 
that case the a®e of this constant to calculate molecular co-areas 
ia open to s©a® quefition* 
In order to determime the e<itiation of state implied by equations 
13 and 14 the expression® for single components 
— - otTT 4- /air ^ TT s cp® 
y « 1 
X 
dir » If r din p 
2 
were written* lence « fT T and ® ce""^^ + ttinp dp 
fh® latter equation was rearranged to give 
iJL „ 
dp 1 + \o( - 2/Sir) cpe® 
2 
where s j# (-•(Tr+ /3ir ) whence 
p gg •nu.S.Ef,,-,,,..I, —2 « lorr as KT p dp 1 + ( - 2/3Tr)0pe® ' -Si • 
fhis latter expreasion in turn can be rearranged to give 
-2/31T)ir 
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whQJice TTAaKf+ (o^.-2 ftJC ) If "TT 
or » 1 + otTT - 2 (iTT^ (25) 
from which it is seest that the coaetants ot and /S are related to the 
second and third virial coefficients, A comparison of this equation 
with equation 22 shows that oL can b® set equal to ( - • "2" ) and 
2 KT K T 
can b© aet equal to ^ \ j ) in terms of the van der Waals 
KTf K ® 
ooastants. 
For two components the expressions 
sa ^ 1^ + CgPg®"" ^  2"*^ 2^ 
dTT » + T~2 dlnpg 
were written* fhese equations can be combined in a manner analogous 
to that given above to give 
fi » Ta [i - (=<1 - a^iir )KTri - '"^2 -
Substitution of 
Ti^Va Ti r2 n ^ Ta 
gives 
1 = \;i - (oil - agjr )ig»i * ^ 
which can be rewritten in the form 
^ . X • c *«( - A sc, )Tf^ my 
2 • 
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Equatioaas 13 aad thus correspojad to an equation of state 
involving the first three terms of the virial equation in which the 
second and third virial coefficients are arithmetic means of the 
constants for the single components. Th® van der Waals constants 
for a-Biixtur® ar© often taken as 
\ * ^2''2^ 
where subscript 
la denotes mixture (See Slasstone (20)), The value of a thus defined M 
wotil^ closelj approximate the arithmetic mean if did not 
differ too widely, fh@ discrepancy amounts to only about 10 percent, 
for example, if a^/a-g ® Similar remarks apply to the coefficient 
Adsorption values were calculated from the Qibbs adsorption 
equation for single components and for each component from the 
mixtures. fh©@© values are given in Tables h and 5 and in Figures 
20 and 21. fheoretical adsorption isotherms can b© calculated from 
the theoretical equations* Since IT a p ^  for single component 
adsorption and KT T- * P, c—- in the case of mixed adsorption, an 
X  4 - 0  
expression for the derivatives may be found froa the experimental 
equations and equated to Kf f. The adsorption can then be calciaated 
by substituting values for , the constants, and the calculated p 
value®. Thas from equation 1^ 
Table 4. AdsorptidJa of a-Ieptane on Mercury at >0° C 
Pg » 0 p_ ts 11,5 mm 
PgCiaalgl IPgl^molecules/cm'*) Pg(®ai%) y-g ( mole 0 ule a/cm^ ) 
4»2 14 1.5 X 10-^ 9.2 1.8 X 10^^ 
6.5 1.8 l6«k8 2.3 
10.0 2.3 29.3 3.3 
13.1 2.5 34.5 3.8 
15.9 2.6 44.6 4.8 







Pg « 27.5 w % a 41.2 mm 
pgCamlg) fg(molecul@a/0m^) PgCmmlg) 2 j"g(*aoleGules/cm ) 
5.0 14 1.1 X 10"^^ 6.0 l4 1.1 X 10-^ 
7.5 1.1 7.5 1.3 
10.0 1.2 10.0 1.6 
14.6 1.2 12.5 1.7 
20.0 1.3 15.0 1.7 
25.5 1.6 20.0 1.2 
30.0 2.3 25.0 0.8 
35.0 2.7 30.0 0.6 
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P U R E  H E P T A N E  
P R E S SURE ETHANOL= 11.5mm. 
PRESSURE ETHAN0L = 27.5mm. 
P R E S S U R E  E T H A N 0 L = 4 l . 2 m m .  
80 90 30 40 50 60 70 
P RESSURE heptane (mm. Hg.) 
FIGURE 20. ADSORPTION OF n-HEPTANE CALCULATED FROM EXPER 





I  -  P U R E  E T H A N O L  
U -  P R E S S U R E  H E P T A N E  =  I O m m .  
AND PRESSURE HEPTANE=20mm. 
4 — 
n i -  P R E S S U R E  H E P T A N E  =  4 0 m m .  
30 40 50 
PRESSURE ETHANOL ( m m .  H g )  
80 90 20 60 70 
 
FIGURE 2L ADSORPTION OF ETHANOL CALCULATED FROM EXPERIMENTAL DATA 
FOR ETHANOL AND n'HEPTANE - ETHANOL MIXTURES AT 30°C 
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2 
c^p^lO 1" 1 
V -tr2 
-a£Tr + ^3^ -agTT + b^TT 
2 
1 + ^-2 (i^)lO + e^T?^(s3(2"2.^^10 
2*303a; (S« 2»305 b). Three theoretical adsorption curves are 
given in Figure 22, Curve I was calculated for pure heptane from 
the above equation. It agrees well with the experimental adsorption 
isotherm in Figure 20. Curve II wae also calculated from the above 
equation. It represents the adsorption of heptane from the mixture 
in which th® pressure of ethanol was 11.5 fhis theoretical 
curve agrees well with the experimental values at low pressures, but 
not so well at the higher pressures. Since the surface pressure-
pressure curve deviates from the experimental values at high pres­
sures this is to be expected. Curve III was calculated from equation 
12. It represents theoretical adsorption of heptane from the mixture 
in which the ethanol pressure was ^1.2 mm. It seems likely that this 
represents the adsorption better than that calculated from the experi­
mental data. It was difficult to decide how a curve should be drawn 
through the experimental point® in this case and it certainly seems 
more lifeely that beyond a presatire of 15 sasa the adsorption of heptane 
remains constant or increases only slightly with increasing pressure 
than that the adsorption decreases as indicated from the experimental 
results. Comparisons of Figures 14 and 17, of 15 and l8, and of l6 
and 19 indicate the following: (1) the equation containing the inter­
action term represents heptane adsorption better than the one whxch 
does not contain this term, (2) the two equations fit the ethanol data 
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P R E S S U R E  H E P T A N E  ( m m .  H g . )  
FIGURE 22. ADSORPTION OF HEPTANE CALCULATED FROM THEORETICAL 
EQUATIONS 
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jttixtur® ©omposed of the least aaiomnt of ©thanol eoraewhat better than 
does the other equation, this non-interaction equation fits the data 
for the other two mixed sjsteas ooasiderably better than does the 
interaction equation. 
One could feel much aior® confident about all of these results 
if the mercury had been pure. Since the ethanol adsorption was 
apparently hindered by the pre®ene@ of whatever impurity was present, 
this tmlmown quantity undoubtedly had some effect upon the course of 
adsorption from mixed vapora. Another factor which may complicate 
the mixture is the possibility of condensed films or multimolecular 
adsorption, Seaball and Rideal (2^) found that above a pressure of 
about 20 mm heptane formed either a condensed film or a second layer. 
If one assumes that the heptane molecules are partially curled up on 
2 the isurface with an area of 50-35 A , then a monolayer would be com­
pleted at approximately this pressure according to the calculated 
adsorption. If the molecules were standing on end with an area of 
2 20 A , a monolayer would still be completed at a pressure of mm 
or less. Henc® it appears likely that there is multimolecular adsorp­
tion of heptane at higher pressures, this could explain the failure 
of the Volmer equation to explain heptane adsorption at the higher 
pressxjres. 
Kemball (26) also found that ethanol formed a second layer at a 
©urface pressure of 39 dynes/cm which corresponded to 5 or 6 sun vapor 
pressure in hi® case. Adsorption calculations from these data indi­
cate completion of a monolayer at approximately the same surface 
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pressure altkough, the vapor pressiare is considerably higher. Adsorp-
tioa oalculatlaas for mixed adaorptioft indicate similar results except 
for the case of th® highest ethaaol pressure (41,2 mm). In this 
latter cas® the h«ptaa« monolayer seams to be iacompleta but the 
ethaaol seem® to b# adsorbed to a greater extent than a monolayer, 
psrimp® a layer m top of a layer of heptane. It is not aurprieing 
th®n that the interaction equatioh which seems to explain single 
adsorption ao well should fail to account adeqxiately for the mixed 
adsorption case, fh® ©oastantfi in thi® equation apparently can be 
adjusted so as to fit a single adsorption isotherm even though multi-
molecular adsorption ffl.ay be involved. It may be that this causes an 
overcorrection in the case of mixed adsorption. It may be fortuitous 
that the ¥ola®r type equation explains the mixed adsorption aa well 
as it doe® or it may b@ that sine® it is good for only the monolayer 
it explains mixed adaorptioa up to the point where multimolecular 
adsorption set® in. fh@ interaction equatioa predicts greater 
adaorptioa thaa i® ©baerved* Perhaps there is additional interaction 
between the unlike aoleciiles for which this equation fails to account. 
Idditioaal data must b® obtained before much more can be said about 
the adsorption of the®® vapors on mercury. 
fh© work that has been don© with the apparatus indicates that 
it can well be used to study th© adsorption of various vapors and of 
various mixtures of vapors oa mercury, Additional efforts to further 
purify the mereiiry need to b® made first, of course. 
With sxiitable modifications the usefulness of the apparatus can 
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b® extended, A study of tb® adaorption of permanent gases would be 
one of the siapleat extsnaioas. the gas to be studied, after being 
purified aad dried, eouXd b© iatrodueed into the system through the 
valve a-s the vapor was in thi® work. 
It should be possible without too much difficulty to freeze a 
drop of aercury and photograph the frozen drop, fhie would indicate 
the validity ©f the method of determining surface tension by measuring 
solidified drop©-of other metal© (See page l6 ), 
Interfacial tensions of liquid© and mercury could be made if 
suitable modifications were made to perasit the introduction of 
liquid. It might also be possible to study adsorption from solution 
with this method. 
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¥i. s wmif 
1. A pe»«l0iit drop apparatus for the measurement of surface 
teasloB of mercury aad similar sufestaaces in high vacuum under condi­
tion® of jaaximum purity was designed, built, aad demonstrated to be 
practical. Erovi^sions for the admission of one or more vapors of 
high purity to d@sir@d partial pressiires were incorporated. Sugges­
tions for improveaeat of the apparatus and for possible extensions of 
its usefulness w®r® made. 
2, fh© surface tension of purified mercury was found to be 
460 i 2 dyaes/cffl at 50*^  fkie value was reproduced under a variety 
of expertfflental conditloas and purification procedures. The presently 
accepted value t« about 25 dya®s/ea higher than this. Since even 
Sfflall amounts of iapuritie© lower the surface tension of mercury, 
the most probable- explanation for this discrepancy is that, despite 
the preoautione exercised, the purity of the mercviry used in this 
work was not entirely satisfactory. 
5, fhe dependence of surface tension lowering of mercury on 
the partial vapor pressure of a-heptane and of ethanol, both as pure 
©oapoaents and froa ttixtures of the two vapors, was experimentally 
observed at C. Froffl these data adsorption isotherms were inferred. 
k. An equation of ©tat® of approximately virial form was found 
to represent adsorption of the single components quite well. Such an 
equation of state represented adsorption from mixtures less well. The 
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